
Until now, there’s been no way to retarget this vast audience, in the video 

format they love, with one-to-one personalization and relevant product 

recommendations.

As a result, you’ve been missing out on a huge opportunity to drive 

engagement and sales – but Criteo’s here to change that.

Interactive Video
Bringing the power of Criteo Dynamic Retargeting to video

Criteo’s retargeting and

video generation technologies 

drive brand engagement 

and conversions in a format 

shoppers love.

Interactive Video allows you to tap into the 

popularity of online video content across vast video 

inventory, and do something that’s never been done 

before: automatically reach each shopper with an 

individually personalized, branded video ad.

Shoppers spend a third of their time online 
watching video content.

Be where your shoppers are.

For every impression, Interactive Video 

dynamically generates 20-second video 

ads featuring a branded intro and outro, 

relevant product recommendations from 

your live catalog, and an accompanying 

music track.



The technology automatically generates personalized video content using your 

existing product data feed and brand guidelines. You get high quality on-demand 

video ads, plus the same powerful product recommendations, user intent data, 

and transparent cost-per-click pricing that makes Criteo your performance 

marketing partner of choice.

With Interactive Video, there’s no need for

expensive and time-intensive video production.

Gain instant access to new video inventory and audiences without the 

hassle and expense of video production, through dynamic generation 

of video ads using your product feed and brand guidelines.

Showcase relevant products within in-stream, out-stream, and in-app 

video ads that contain multiple links to product pages.

Drive measurable performance from a traditionally brand-oriented 

format, and determine a clear ROAS with transparent cost-per-click 

pricing and reporting.

With Interactive Video, you’ll be able to:

Engage shoppers with personalized video content thanks to Criteo’s 

proven and powerful user intent data, and product recommendations.

Interactive Video will be enabled as part of your Criteo Dynamic Retargeting campaigns.

It’s as simple as that!

Talk to your Criteo representative to learn more about how 
dynamically generated video ads can benefit your ad campaigns.


